Social species are so characterized because they form organizations that extend beyond the individual. The goal of social neuroscience is to investigate the biological mechanisms that underlie these social structures, processes, and behavior and the influences between social and neural structures and processes. Such an endeavor is challenging because it necessitates the integration of multiple levels. Mapping across systems and levels (from genome to social groups and cultures) requires interdisciplinary expertise, comparative studies, innovative methods, and integrative conceptual analysis. Examples of how social neuroscience is contributing to our understanding of the functions of the brain and nervous system are described, and societal implications of social neuroscience are considered.
Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed a remarkable rise in the number of investigations published under the rubric of social neuroscience. The discoveries conveyed by the titles of many of these reports (e.g., the neural basis of love, altruism, morality, generosity, trust) have piqued the interest of young investigators, funding agencies, the media, and laypeople alike. Such attention is a double-edged sword, however, as errors are exaggerated in importance, and oversimplifications create false expectations and, ultimately, disillusionment in what the field can contribute. A case in point is the accusation of voodoo correlations in neuroimaging studies of emotion, personality, and social cognition, and the resulting controversy. [1] [2] [3] [4] It is, of course, one thing to assume that neural processes underlie all psychological phenomenon; it is another to claim that a given brain region is the biological instantiation of complex psychological functions like the self, empathy, or moral reasoning.
A decade ago, the field was characterized by some as defining social and cognitive functions and correlating these functions with regions of brain acti-vation using functional neuroimaging; however, the field has always had a broader foundation. 5 Moreover, social neuroscience involves manipulating and measuring phenomena at multiple levels of organization (i.e., at different scales of representation), and the emphasis is not simply on specifying associations across levels but on specifying the mechanisms responsible for these associations. Our purpose here is to examine developments and opportunities in the field of social neuroscience, with an emphasis on the breadth of disciplines, species, and methods that it bridges. To explain this span, we begin by discussing what is unique about a social neuroscience perspective on neural structure and function.
under constituent structures at different levels of organization, whereas the fulcrum for others falls under the function of the brain and nervous system. Illustrative of the latter is behavioral neuroscience, in which the nervous system and brain are viewed as instruments of sensation and response. Research representing this perspective tends to focus on topics such as learning, memory, motivation, homeostasis, sleep and biological rhythms, and reproductionand on the neural mechanisms underlying these behavioral functions. Cognitive neuroscience emerged as a distinct functional perspective in which the brain is viewed as an information processing organ, with a focus on topics such as attention, perception, representations, decision making, memory systems, heuristics, reasoning, and executive functioningand on the neural mechanisms in the human brain that underlie these representations and processes. 6 Social neuroscience represents yet another broad perspective, one in which the emphasis is on the functions that are altered by or are derived from the association or interaction of conspecifics (imagined or real)-and on the neural and hormonal mechanisms underlying these structures and functions.
Members of social species, by definition, create organizations beyond the individual. These superorganismal structures evolved hand in hand with psychological, neural, hormonal, cellular, and genetic mechanisms to support them because the consequent social behaviors helped these organisms survive, reproduce, and care for offspring sufficiently long that they too reproduced, thereby ensuring their genetic legacy. Social neuroscience seeks to specify the neural, hormonal, cellular, and genetic mechanisms underlying social behavior, and in so doing to understand the associations and influences between social and biological levels of organization.
As in behavioral neuroscience, animal models have been foundational to the field, as exemplified by the evidence marshaled by Cacioppo and Berntson 7 nearly two decades ago for a doctrine of multilevel analyses in social neuroscience. Despite this early integration, contemporary social neuroscience investigations to elucidate the genetic, hormonal, cellular, and neural mechanisms of social behavior have grown from two largely separate root systems: one based on data from humans grounded in the discipline of psychology and the other based on data from animal models grounded in biology and biomedicine. 8, 9 With a few notable exceptions in each group, there has been little communication between these two groups of scientists. In our view, this is a gap that must be filled for social neuroscience to reach its full potential. Not only is it important that those primarily interested in explaining human behavior begin to validate their hypotheses using animal models (lesions, pharmacology, etc.), but it is also important for those primarily using animal models to understand the psychological constructs used by scientists who study mental and behavioral processes in humans to be better able to develop appropriate behavioral paradigms.
Moreover, interdisciplinary investigations of the commonalities and differences across social species (and across cultures within social species) in superorganismal structures, functions, and mechanisms are becoming increasingly important. [10] [11] [12] For instance, our understanding of social bonds was advanced when the concentration of oxytocin and vasopressin receptors were found in dopamine-rich areas of the brain in the monogamous prairie vole, whereas the concentration of these receptors were found located at sites distal to regions associated with reward and reinforcement in the more solitary montane and meadow voles. 13, 14 Related work further suggests that polymorphisms in oxytocin receptors are involved in the sociality of voles, 15 birds, 16 and humans. 17 The animal research, in turn, has led to experimental studies in humans contrasting the effects of intranasal administration of oxytocin versus placebo. 18 Humans are a unique social species in that our social institutions, civilizations, and cultures are highly developed, our territorial reach knows few boundaries, and our selection of and impact on the environment in which we live-and the impact of this environment on genes-is unmatched by any other species. 19, 20 Some branches of social neuroscience, particularly those that rely on neuroimaging, have focused on humans with an emphasis on the neural mechanisms involved in people thinking about the traits, mental states, and behavioral predispositions of others and have found a network of brain regions consistently active during such mentalizing, including the medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus. 21 Our biology has helped shape the social environments we have created, and our social environment has helped shape our genes, gene expressions, brains, and bodies. 22, 23 But we also share a biological heritage with other animals. Nonconscious influences are responsible for complex social behaviors in most if not all nonhuman social species. Nonconscious mechanisms have been conserved in humans, perhaps to a greater extent than is apparent from analyses of social cognition and behavior grounded in data from self-reports. Studies of other social species, animal models of specific aspects of human functioning, and investigations of our evolutionary lineage provide important information regarding these conserved mechanisms, and by doing so stimulate new theories and research on what might be exceptional to humans and what function our consciousness serves.
There is strong evidence, for instance, for regarding empathy as having deep evolutionary, neurological, and biochemical underpinnings. Even the most advanced forms of empathy in humans are built on more basic forms and remain connected to core mechanisms associated with affective communication, social attachment, parental care, and motivation to help. Although empathy has traditionally been examined as a unitary construct using behavioral methods, recent work in social and developmental neuroscience has begun to shed light on the neural circuitry that instantiate it. 24 This has been possible and productive because the construct of empathy has been broken down into component processes. 25, 26 including bottom-up affective arousal, emotion understanding, motivation, and top-down emotion regulation. Further, it is important to distinguish between empathy and sympathy (feelings of concern about the welfare of others). Although empathy and sympathy are often conflated, the two can be dissociated, and in humans although sympathy may stem from the apprehension of another's emotional state, it does not have to be congruent with the affective state of the other. Conceptual analyses such as this are crucial in designing and conducting interdisciplinary research that can bridge levels of organization within and across species in investigations of the evolutionary origins and ontogeny of empathy.
Converging research from animal behavior, 27 functional imaging studies in normal individuals, and lesion studies in neurological patients 28 show that empathy draws on a large array of brain structures and systems extending beyond the cortex (amygdala, insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and orbitofrontal cortex), and also involves the autonomic nervous system (ANS), hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), and endocrine systems that regulate bodily states, emotion, and reactivity ( Fig. 1 ). Caring for others (sympathy) draws on general mammalian neural systems of reward, social attachment, and aversion. 29 Similarly, empathy is not unique to humans, as many of the biological mechanisms are shared with other mammalian species. 30 In recent years, a number of studies have clearly reported the implication of oxytocin in human social cognition and empathy. In particular, its application via nasal spray reduces responses to social stress. 31 Intranasal administration of oxytocin, compared to placebo, reduces amygdala activation and modulates its coupling with brain-stem regions that are involved in automatic fear reactivity. 32 Another study showed that a single dose of intranasally administrated oxytocin is sufficient to cause a substantial increase in the ability in affective mind reading on a test relying on the detection of subtle affective facial expression. 33 There is evidence that a naturally occurring genetic variation of the oxytocin receptor relates to both empathy and stress profiles. This was discovered in a study that tested how a polymorphism (rs53576) of the oxytocin receptor relates to empathy and stress reactivity. 34 Compared with individuals homozygous for the G allele of rs53576 (GG), individuals with one or two copies of the A allele (AG/AA) exhibited lower behavioral and dispositional empathy. Furthermore, AA/AG individuals displayed higher physiological and dispositional stress reactivity than GG individuals, as determined by heart rate response during a startle anticipation task and an affective reactivity scale.
All these results concur with animal research suggesting a critical role for oxytocin in prosocial approach behavior and reactivity to social stress. It has also been proposed that the interaction between oxytocin and dopamine enhances the reward of social encounters, promoting the motivation to engage in social interactions. 35 Humans may be exceptional in the sense that high-level cognitive abilities such as executive function, language, and theory of mind are layered on top of phylogenetically older social and emotional capacities. These evolutionarily newer aspects of information processing expand the range and flexibility of the behaviors that can be driven by empathy, like caring for and helping outgroup members or even individuals from different species. 26 These higher levels, however, operate on previous levels of organization and should not be seen as independent of, or conflicting with one another.
The focus of studying subcomponents of empathy can also be particularly useful from a developmental perspective, when it is the case that only some components of, or precursors to, more complex behaviors are observable. In addition, developmental studies can provide unique opportunities to see how the components of the system interact in ways not possible in adults, where all the components are fully mature and operational. 36 For example, a recent study used functional MRI to characterize developmental changes in brain activation in the neural circuits underpinning empathy and sympathy. 37 Fifty-seven individuals, aged from 7 to 40 years old, were presented with short animated visual stimuli depicting painful and nonpainful situations involving either a person whose pain was accidentally caused or a person whose pain was intentionally inflicted by another individual. The stimuli were extensively validated prior to MRI scanning with eye-tracking and pupillary measures, as well as perceived intentionality and empathic concern judgments. Monotonic age-related changes in the amygdala, supplementary motor area, and posterior insula were found when participants were exposed to painful situations that were accidentally caused. When participants observed painful situations intentionally inflicted by another individual, age-related changes were detected in the dorsolateral prefrontal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex, with a gradual shift in that latter region from its medial to its lateral portion. This pattern of activation reflects a change from a visceral emotional response critical for the analysis of the affective significance of stimuli to a more evaluative function. Furthermore, these functional changes support the general notion that the development of affective processing from childhood to adulthood is accompanied by reduced activity within limbic affect processing systems, and increased involvement of other prefrontal systems. 38 In sum, social neuroscience can be viewed as a distinct paradigm in which to investigate the structure and function of the brain and nervous system, and to illuminate where we as a species fit within a broader biological context. Such an endeavor is challenging because it necessitates the integration of multiple levels, and the explication of the mechanisms that link phenomena across these levels. Mapping across systems and levels (from genome to social groups and cultures) requires interdisciplinary expertise, comparative studies, innovative methods, and integrative conceptual analyses. To address many of the big questions in the field, therefore, requires larger and more interdisciplinary teams than were common in the prior century-a trend that characterizes not only work in social neuroscience, but also in neuroscience 39 and science more generally. 40, 41 Multilevel analyses are critical to social neuroscience Human behavior can be parsed into levels of organization ranging from the atomic to the geopolitical. What constitutes a level of organization, at least at the lower levels of scales of representation, is often guided by knowledge of anatomy and physiology, but the ultimate criterion is the usefulness of the posited organization in shedding light on some designated behavioral phenomenon. The terms social and neuroscience refer to sets of levels of organization, and their use is entirely compatible with monism. The constructs developed by behavioral and social scientists, for instance, provide a means of understanding highly complex activity without needing to specify each individual action by its simplest components, thereby providing a cognitively efficient way of referring to components of complex systems. These theoretical terms can help us understand brain function and, in turn, can be informed and refined through integration with theories and methods from the neurosciences. This is so because theories provide hypotheses about the manifesta-tion of behavior across levels of organization, and the empirical tests can be used to support, reject, or refine these theories. 42 The principle of multiple determinism specifies that a target behavior at one level of organization can have multiple antecedents within or across levels of organization. On the biological level, for instance, researchers identified the contribution of individual differences in the endogenous opioid receptor system in drug use, whereas on the social level investigators have noted the important role of social context. Both operate-and our understanding of drug abuse is incomplete if either level is excludedas the social context has been found to interact with individual differences at the level of receptors in the brain. 43 Similarly, immune functions were once considered to reflect specific and nonspecific physiological responses to pathogens or tissue damage. It is now clear that immune responses are influenced by central nervous processes that, in turn, are affected by social interactions. 44 An understanding of human immunocompetence in everyday life will be inadequate in the absence of considerations of social and behavioral factors. An implication of this principle is that comprehensive theories of behavior will require a consideration of factors from multiple levels of organization. Accordingly, advances in the neurosciences and the social sciences may occur by increasing the scope of analysis to include the contributions of factors and processes from both social and neuroscientific perspectives.
An important corollary to this principle is that the mapping between elements across levels of organization becomes more complex (e.g., manyto-many) as the number of intervening levels of organization increases. One implication is that the likelihood of complex and potentially obscure mappings increases as one skips levels of organizations. This is perhaps one reason that going from the genotype to endophenotypes and from endophenotypes to phenotypes has proven to be more tractable than going directly from the genotype to phenotype. 45 The principle of nonadditive determinism specifies that properties of the whole are not always readily predictable by the simple sum of the properties of the parts. For instance, cortisol activation of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) exerts broad anti-inflammatory effects by inhibiting NF-B/Rel transcription factors and other pro-inflammatory signaling pathways (e.g., JAK/STAT and IRF signaling). 46, 47 However, increased cortisol levels in socially isolated individuals are paradoxical in light of the fact that many isolation-linked diseases are driven by increased inflammation. [48] [49] [50] Given the broad anti-inflammatory effects of glucocorticoids, subjectively socially isolated people with elevated cortisol levels should be relatively protected from inflammation-mediated disease rather than having the increased risk empirically observed.
The mechanism responsible for this unexpected association is explicable when one takes into account the effects of perceived social isolation on biological processes that can render cells insensitive to the anti-inflammatory effects of glucocorticoids in vitro, such as decreased expression of the GR NR3C1 gene, posttranslational modification of GR protein, increased expression of GR antagonists, and decreased activity of GR transcription cofactors. 51, 52 Cole et al., 53 for instance, analyzed genome-wide transcriptional activity in people who chronically experienced high versus low levels of perceived social isolation to assess alterations in the activity of transcription control pathways that might contribute to increased adverse health outcomes in social isolates. Promoter-based bioinformatic analyses showed underexpression of genes bearing anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid response elements and overexpression of genes bearing response elements for proinflammatory NF-B/Rel transcription factors in individuals high, in contrast to low, in perceived social isolation. This reciprocal shift in pro-and anti-inflammatory signaling was not attributable to differences in circulating cortisol levels, or to other demographic, psychological, or medical characteristics. These data provide evidence that an individual's chronic connection or isolation vis-à-vis the social environment can alter gene transcriptional activity in a manner that accounts for the paradoxical association between cortisol and inflammation. The importance of these studies derives from their demonstration of how the orderly mapping between the biological and social levels of organization would remain opaque until the analysis is extended across these levels of organization.
Third, the principle of reciprocal determinism specifies that there can be mutual influences between biological and social factors in determining behavior. For example, Hackman et al. 54 review evidence that socioeconomic status has effects on cognition and academic achievement in part through its effects on childhood brain development, such as specialization for language in the left hemisphere (e.g., activation of the left, relative to right, inferior frontal gyrus during language tasks). Among the mediators of this "top-down" effect are prenatal factors, parental care, and cognitive stimulation. Differences in neurodevelopment, in turn, affect executive functioning, academic achievement, and subsequent socioeconomic status. As illustrated in this research, the principle of reciprocal determinism implies that comprehensive accounts of behavior cannot be achieved if the biological or the social levels of organization are considered unnecessary or irrelevant.
In sum, there is growing evidence that multilevel analyses spanning neural and social levels of organization can foster comprehensive accounts of cognition, emotion, behavior, and health. This is, in part, because the social environment shapes neural structures and processes and vice versa.
Challenges of complexity
Most of the complex functional constructs that are used in social neuroscience such as self-regulation, prejudice, attachment, empathy, and trust, can hardly be seen as natural kinds sited somewhere in the brain and/or mapping onto an underlying biological mechanism in a one-to-one fashion. Instead, these constructs need to be broken down into subcomponents with the challenge of avoiding narrow definitions that fail to capture the breadth of a function and vague concepts that may well resonate with lay knowledge and common sense but have little if any scientific validity and utility. Our review of research on empathy above is a case in point. Research on the "self" is a second case in point.
The question of the representation of the self in the brain has been the target of an impressive number of neuroscientific investigations during the past decade, as well. 55, 56 The self is, itself, a complex construct and has included manifold dimensions including: the ecological self, the present self, the distant self, the experiential self, prereflexive self, mental self, core self, minimal self, spatial self, emotional self, autobiographical self, and the narrative self. An equally impressive number of neuroimaging studies and brain regions have been associated with the self, including the medial prefrontal cortex, ventro-and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, lateral parietal cortex, bilateral temporal poles, insula, and subcortical regions such as the brain stem, colliculi, and periaqueductal gray (see Fig. 2 ). 57 Such an inflation and heterogeneity of concepts reflects the challenge of bridging the phenomenological level of description with its neural underpinnings. It may be futile to seek a correlation between the self and brain processing without seriously breaking down the concept of self into component processes that have a logical validity and a functional (e.g., behavioral) anchor. And even then, it should not be assumed that there is a one-to-one mapping between a component process and a neural structure.
In recent years, several neuroimaging studies have suggested that the neural basis of the self-referential process is special and is uniquely mediated by a restricted area in the medial prefrontal cortex. [58] [59] [60] It remains controversial whether activity of this aspect of the medial prefrontal cortex (and other related brain regions) appears only during self-referential processes, however. 61 Based on a critical evaluation of the behavioral and neuroscience literature, Gillihan and Farah 62 concluded that many of the claims for the special status of self-related processing are premature given the evidence and that the various self-related research programs do not seem to be illuminating a unitary, common system, despite individuals' subjective experience of a unified self. 63 Scientific theories in social neuroscience seek to provide a mechanistic explanation for behavioral or brain function in terms of antecedents, structure, processes, and consequences. There are various forms of explanation that might be sought. For instance, one might seek to understand complex behavioral processes in terms of molecular or neural processes. Investigations seeking this form of explanation have the potential to contribute a great deal to our understanding of brain function. Alternatively, one might seek a mechanistic account in terms of psychological (e.g., cognitive, social, affective) constructs, information processing components, or computations underlying a behavioral phenomenon. Evidence from the neurosciences are perhaps not necessary in such studies, but it may prove useful as a source of hypotheses about what these constructs, components, or computations might be, or as a means of performing a crucial test between theories, made possible by breaking down the component processes of the psychological construct of interest and showing how, based on the prior literature on the brain, different predictions about what circuits should be activated can be derived from two or more theories. 64 As noted earlier, it is less useful to take a complex psychological construct and simply correlate it with regions in the brain to report neural correlates.
Despite the excitement about neuroimaging studies, it is clear that these methods are not sufficient to unravel the neurobiological mechanisms mediating social cognition and social behavior. It is equally clear that, because neuroimaging is noninvasive, it has an important role to play in the development, testing, and refinement of theories of complex psychological processes that are difficult to study in nonhuman animals.
Sound social neuroscience research and theory needs to take into account with equal importance data from three converging approaches. First, behavioral analyses and assessments of complex psychological constructs are foundational. 42, 65 Psychological constructs need to be decomposed into component structures, representations, and processes that could plausibly be implemented by the brain. These, in turn, can be decomposed into the computations that are likely to be implemented by the complex neural machinery that constitutes the brain. What these might be will change with advances in theory, methods, and evidence. Tasks can then be defined that permit the isolation of one or more specific components, as verified by behavioral analyses, which in turn permit fine-grain analyses of brain-behavior associations. Work is still needed, as well, to determine how the neural components might be combined to produce distinct psychological processes. One metaphor is the Lego set, in which the computations performed in localized neural regions are fixed, but different pieces and configurations of these building blocks produce different psychological processes. An alternative metaphor is the periodic table in chemistry in which different neural component processes may have properties and affinities whose function (computation) depends on the network of areas with which they are combined. There is no evidence at present to favor either perspective, but the important point here is that they suggest there are very different ways of thinking about neural activity and psychological function that need yet to be sorted out.
Second, correlative evidence from the normal waking brain using a variety of measurement techniques provides important information. The brain does not operate exclusively at the spatial level of molecules, cells, nuclei, regions, circuits, or systems, nor does it operate exclusively at the temporal level of milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, or days. Neuroimaging provides a partial view of brain activity within a very limited range of spatial and temporal levels. Importantly, the smallest regions detectable by fMRI still involve hundreds of thousands of cells, cells that are seldom homogeneous in their function or connections, so such studies identify neural circuitry only in a gross sense. For instance, different cells within the amygdala have been identified that respond to appetitive versus aversive stimuli. 66 Detection of amygdala activation by fMRI in response to appetitive and aversive stimuli does not mean the same neural circuitry has been activated. Therefore, converging measures that gauge neural events at different temporal and spatial scales are needed to provide a more complete picture of brain function.
Third, experimental evidence from animals and humans is critical. Neuroimaging is a correlative measure, so experimental studies including lesion, transcranial magnetic stimulation, and pharmacological interventions (e.g., ligands, drugs) in human and nonhuman animal are essential to further elucidate the causal role of any given neural structure, circuit, or process in a given task. Lesion method remains a fundamental and indispensable approach. Lesioning is a means to test at the system level; the necessity and specificity of a particular region can thus provide complementary information to neuroimaging data.
Each of these angles has limitations, but the confluence of the three can facilitate advances in our understanding of brain function. The point here is that neuroimaging represents an important part, but only a part, of the armamentarium that is needed, with the resulting knowledge more likely to be beneficial if it is combined with the following: (i) conceptual analyses that decompose complex psychological constructs into component structures, representations, processes, and computations; (ii) converging measures that gauge neural events at different temporal and spatial scales; (iii) behavioral measures that permit fine-grain analyses of brain-behavior associations; and (iv) experimental and nonhuman animal studies that test the putative role of specific brain structures, circuits, or processes at finer grain levels of organization.
In sum, neuroimaging work is leading to a rethinking of the parcelation of psychological and neural functions. The presence of so many open questions in the field is both a daunting challenge and an exciting opportunity. In the recent past, neuroimaging studies have been criticized for being like neo-phrenology. This issue has been exacerbated by the reliance on a simple version of the subtraction method wherein the identified brain region was equated with the psychological operation that differentiated the conditions. Such an approach can now be complemented by a consideration of how these regions operate within a broader set of brain regions that are involved. Functional connectivity analyses, studies of the interaction of brain networks in vivo using electrophysiological methods, and sophisticated causal modeling analyses in human and animal studies are permitting scientists to move beyond these criticisms. 67 Conceptual developments also have a role to play, as replacements and refinements in the lexicon of constructs are developed. 68 By combining multiple methods, advances can be expected in what constitutes elemental component processes (functional elements), the neural mechanisms (structural elements) underlying these functional elements, and the functional properties of interrelated networks of structural elements.
Beyond the laboratory
Social neuroscience is an exciting and growing field of research that clearly has the potential of significant applications in various aspects of our life beyond academia, including education, health, and public policy. New ethical issues are arising as social neuroscience gives us unprecedented ways to understand the human mind and to predict, influence, and even control it. 69, 70 One important illustration that has attracted attention from the criminal justice and intelligence communities is the study of the neural correlates of deception. Finding a reliable and invariant neural signature for lying has been a quest for millennia, and the use of MRI scanner has reactivated the debate over the sensitivity and reliability of such measures. Recent work on the neuroscience of deception raises many important questions, in-cluding whether deception processes are special in any way, or whether they rely on a set of generalpurpose processes. 71, 72 It also raises new questions about whether, when, and how to ensure the privacy of one's own mind.
Another example of the impact of neuroscience on the moral, legal, and policy issues relates to our understanding of the experience of agency (i.e., the awareness of being in control both of one's own actions and through them of events in the external world). Society requires that people are responsible for their actions and the consequences of those actions, and the notion of volition has been an important determinant in judgments of whether a person is guilty of criminal charges. 73 Recent work in philosophy, psychology, psychiatry, and neuroscience have called into question the validity of the notion of free will in human actions. 74 For instance, the prediction of decisions based on brain functions observed prior to the decision have led to suggestions that people may not have as much responsibility for their actions as assumed by the law. If one's conscious deliberations and decisions are predetermined by antecedent brain functions, the notion is that these deliberations and decisions are epiphenomenal. Even if this were true in the case of an isolated individual, these deliberations and decisions lead to actions toward and communications with others. The individual's interaction with another person leads to responses and a corresponding change in the initial person's brain function that is not entirely predictable based on his or her antecedent brain functions. The initial person's articulations and behavior in the interaction affects the second person's consciousness and underlying brain state, which in turn affects the initial person's consciousness and underlying brain states. The brain states of one can influence the brain states of others by what is expressed verbally, nonverbally, or behaviorally. Therefore, language and other deliberate actions can serve as important mediators between these brain states. This does not mean people necessarily have free will, but it does imply that consciousness (though nothing more than a brain function) may play a functional role in one's (subsequent) brain states through the effects of other's. As the neuroscience of decision making, agency, and impulse control begins to offer a more detailed and specific account of the neurobiological processes leading to irresponsible or criminal behavior, neuroethics and law may not be able to ignore the expanding knowledge. Our intuitive understanding of people and what drive their behavior will be challenged.
To dramatize the distinction a bit, if cognitive neuroscience can be thought of as viewing the brain as a solitary computer, social neuroscience can be thought of as viewing the brain as a mobile, broadband computing device designed to connect to and work with other computing devices. Both perspectives are correct, of course, but each leads to somewhat different questions, approaches, insights, and perspectives. To understand the brain from the perspective of social neuroscience, it is crucial that we not settle simply for measurements across different levels of organization; we must also seek to delineate the mechanisms through which the observed processes operate and the more general principles that explain the operation of these mechanisms. The specification and tests of such mechanisms and principles will be advanced by the integration of animal and human models to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the complexity inherent in social processes, otherwise it will give a false and naive view of how social phenomenon are implemented in biological mechanisms and how these processes can be investigated scientifically. Consequently, we believe that the validity of the concepts/constructs in social neuroscience and the generativity of the theories in the field will be advanced by embracing and building on the interdisciplinary nature of the field.
